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EDITORS WORD.
As I said last month, this really is a quiet time for running. I am even unsure if most of the club
members are still around as we do not see them. Come on Vaalies, wake up and smell the cool air;
please join us at our normal runs.
You live life by the choices you make, be it good or bad, but you can always make some changes
along the way, that is if you learn by your mistakes or if your decision was good and you can keep on
building on top of it.
When it comes to running you should follow the same recipe. Set your goal, what you want to
achieve, decide on the training you can and have to do, do it and live with the result.
Running is not a team sport except in a relay, you cannot blame anybody else if you did not succeed
or achieved your initial goals. Reflect on what went wrong, amend and shape it to become better.
Do not give up on running because you failed, do not blame running if not reaching your goals. No,
with a bit of change in your program you will become better and stronger.
That is why I love running. You will get out what you put in. Sometimes you will hate the trainingsession, the sweat and pain, but always look at the end goal. If you achieve that goal, you have won
and conquered AND it makes all the training worth it.
Though I said that running is not a team sport, we all belong to the VAC Team. Together we can
achieve much more by sharing our achievements and failures, by discussing and enquiring from the
masters, read “old runners”, in the club for advice.
You are not alone in your training, we all share the common passion for running, and whether you
love to hate or hate to love it, enjoy.
All the best, see you on the road.

Age is just a number. Mine is not listed, yet.

“It’s very hard in the beginning to understand that the whole idea is not to beat the
other runners. Eventually you learn that the competition is against the little voice
inside you that wants you to quit.” – George Sheehan
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Wat sê die mense van jou?

deur Milanie Vosloo (e-kerk)

Van Noag kan „n mens net mooi dinge sê. Hy was „n goeie man. Hy het die regte dinge gedoen
en naby aan God geleef. Genesis 6:9
Ons almal wonder maar wat ander van ons dink en sê. Party van ons steur ons minder daaraan,
maar almal dink tog daaraan. Die feit is dat daar altyd mense sal wees wat van ons hou en
goeie dinge oor ons sal sê, maar dat daar ook diegene sal wees wat toe nou nié„n goeie woord
oor ons het nie.
Ons as kinders van God het „n groot verantwoordelikheid. Ons wys immers vir die wêreld hoe die
God lyk wat in ons is. Daarom kan ons nie sommer net leef en doen soos ons wil nie. Ons denke
en dade behoort verband te hou met ons liefde vir ons Vader en ons bewustheid van sy groot
genade in ons lewens. Dis waarom dit so belangrik is dat ons elke dag saam met die Gees in
ons leef. Dat ons vroeg soggens reeds sal vra dat Hy ons moet leegmaak van onsself sodat ons
vol kan word van Hom en dat ons reg deur ons dag die Gees sal toelaat om in en deur ons te
leef.
Vra sommer nou die Gees om jou van kop tot tone met sy goedheid te vul en jou te help om so
te leef dat ander na jou sal kyk en weet: Sy leef naby aan God.
Vader, ek is so „n gebroke mens. Maak my asseblief leeg van myself en propvol van U, heeldag lank

A word from the Chairman.

HIS MASTER’S VOICE…

Dagsê Vaalies,
Ons Vaal Atletiekklub se sukses oor baie jare was nog altyd die direkte gevolg van die mildelike
bydraes vanaf die lede van die klub. Elke jaar is ‘n meerderheid van die klublede bereid om hulle
deel by te dra tot die aanbied van die Vaal Marathon. En as daar hulp gevra word met die aanbied
van ander geleenthede, of die ondersteuning van lede by byeenkomste, of om deel te wees van die
komitee, is daar altyd iemand wat reg staan om te help.
The diversity of backgrounds of our members also ensures that many different skills can be utilised
by the club, to the benefit of the club, the members, and the community in general. Thank you to
everyone who has contributed in so many ways. Whether large or small, each contribution is much
appreciated. A good example was the support given at the AVT cross country league this past
Saturday, hosted by Vaal, at Suiderlig High School. Thanks for all your help Roelof, Linda, Erica and
Bennie.
So, when Steve Jackson was approached by the Midvaal Municipality to help plan and organise a
new race in Meyerton in October, Vaal Athletic Club was once again on board. The municipality is
very keen on hosting a prestigious, annual event catering for 21km, 10km and 5km races and is
willing to strongly back this race financially. Committee members have long felt that our club should
invest in organising a new race in the fairly quiet second half of the running calendar year, and this is
a golden opportunity.
Die klublede wat reeds genader is om Steve te ondersteun met die aanbied van die wedloop, was
almal baie gewillig om te help. En ek weet dat ons op selfs nog meer lede se knoppie kan druk om
ons te help op Sondag, 2 Oktober. Byvoorbaat dankie aan Steve, vir sy entoesiasme, en die ander
lede wat reeds agter die skerms begin werk het.
Ek weet sommer hierdie wedloop gaan ‘n groot sukses wees met julle almal se ondersteuning!
Groete,

Gys

IMPORTANT:
We are still waiting for members to join us for this relay. We already have 1 team of 8;

Gavin, Sharon, Leon, Paul, Erika, Gys, S. Jackson and Roelof, but we need 6 more to join Margaret
and Wayne for a second team. Each member runs for 90minutes.
Please RSVP so that we can enter.

Time Trail and Group runs.
************ WINTER Start time: 17h30 *********

PLEASE

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial.
Please wear a reflective belt!
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H30. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as a Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find out about
upcoming races. Flyers of upcoming races are available.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set.
Normally group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 07h00, in winter.
th

The RAT RACE on the 5 of July was won by Michelle Spies and Charles Beukes, regular visitors to
our Time Trial. Well Done.

♫ It’s good, ♪it’s good♪, it’s good.. ♪… it’s NICE! ♫
nd

NOTE: The next Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, August 2 , 2016 at 17:30.
We should have the normal bring and braai afterwards, weather permitting. Bring your boerewors and
bun and a drink to enjoy with other members.
Please join us for a nice little social after the running bit.

CROSS COUNTRY: 23 July 2016.
The Club hosted a successful Cross Country league at Suiderlig High School in Vanderbijlpark.
Actually it should read; “Gys hosted the event at his school.” Thanks Gys. It is a great venue with an
excellent route. Gys did basically all the work himself. Erika represented the Club in her category.

2016 Time Trials JULY
Name
Beukes, Charl
Botha, Bennie
Burger, Armand
Burger, Jacques
Coetzer, Eileen
Coetzer, Kees
Du Preez, Willie
Frew, Allan
Gloy, Alf
Grey, Cor
Hamilton, Erica
Hamilton, Robert
Jackson, Steve
J. van Rensburg, Jacqueline
Koorts, Paul
Korte, Bridgette
Lombaard, Antoon
Maseko, Johanna
Moroka
Motaung, Maria
Nel, Andries
Pienaar, Bethany
Pienaar, Kathy
Pienaar, Raymond
Pienaar, Wayne
Smith, David
Smith, Louise
Smith, Stephen
Spies, Michelle
Stols, Elizma
Sykora, Greg
Van den Berg, Gys
Van Rensburg, Leon
Van Wyk, Linda
Van Wyk, Paul
Van Wyk, Roelof
Zeelie, Sharon

05/07
20’03 (4)
RAT
28’47 (6)
29’21 (6)
50’33 (8)
26’24 (6)
28’47 (6)
20’03 (4)
RAT
29’21 (6)
26’04 (6)
26’04 (6)
33’09 (6)

12/07

19/07

26/07

Points
total

-

-

-

5

??
27’45 (6)
25’47 (6)
26’29 (6)
28’06 (6)
29’11 (6)
49’11 (8)
49’31 (8)
26’26 (6)
??
32’51 (6)
-

47’11 (8)
32’14 (6)
48’44 (8)
32’14 (6)
25’04 (6)
??
42’47 (6)
-

22’19 (3.5)
34’11 (6)
34’11 (6)
38’57 (6)
48’22 (8)
38’57 (6)
32’04 (6)
-

15
9
14
5
15
1
8
26
34
28
25
32
1
26
1
15
5
4
18
10
13
9
16
27
13
11
19

-

-

-

5

25’49 (6)
30’32 (6)
25’38 (6)
33’06 (6)

28’14 (6)
28’14 (6)
28’14 (6)
32’51 (6)

22’19 (3.5)
27’49 (6)
27’49 (6)
32’06 (6)

5
1
31
27
13
6
40
42

Race Results
Northgate (CGA) 10km race - 2016-06-26
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

133

J

Burger

00:46:25

Round Table Buffalo (MPU) 21km race - 2016-07-02
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

37

L

Swartz

02:24:01

Garsfontein Ice Breaker (AGN) 21km race - 2016-07-09
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

28

J

Burger

01:33:12

Upcoming races: - Race Calendar
AUGUST 2016
Date
07-Aug
09-Aug
14-Aug
20-Aug
21-Aug
28-Aug

Race
Old Eds race
Womans day
Olifantsfontein
Clearwater Mall
Argro Choice / icy hot
21k/10k

TAKE NOTE:

04-Sep City to City

Distance
21/10/5
10/5
10/5
10/5
21/10/5
21/10/5

Time
08:00
08:00
07:00
?
07:00
07:00

Venue
Old Eds
Mary Fitzgerald Square
Olifantsfontein Primary
Clearwater Mall
Kyalami Equestrian
Wanderers

I could not verify rumours that it is cancelled.

CITY to City is cancelled due to Sponsorship.

RHODES RUN 2016
09 July 2016

Wat „n naweek was dit nie?? Dankie Bennie vir die geselskap op die lang pad.
If it wasn‟t for Malie van der Walt from Mittal AC who told another member of their club that I am
interested to do the Rhodes run, I would not have been able to share this. In February when the
nominations closed I was still very well on track to do Comrades. So firstly, thanks to Malie and
Maryke for the nomination to go run the Rhodes Run 2016.
To make a long story short, I have suffered a stress fracture to my left tibia just three weeks before
Comrades. BUT, the opportunity to run Rhodes was one that I just could not let go, hence my
decision the night before Comrades not to run. Comrades will still be there in 2017, but not sure if I
would get another invitation for Rhodes in 2017. So on Thursday 7 July 2016, me and Bennie took the
long road down to Rhodes. Bennie would stay behind at Smithfield with his family for the weekend
and I would continue to Rhodes in the Eastern Cape.
Arriving in Rhodes the Friday morning I held myself tourist and walked the whole town. Rhodes is a
very small old village but what a beautiful little town. Registration started at 15h00 and seemingly the
whole town and all the runners and supporters are there. It makes for a very pleasant atmosphere.
Strangely everybody is talking about some lady….”Mavis”…. Then for supper we got entertained by
the community to a typical Karoo lamb dinner. What a treat…..
Race day arrived and I got out of bed after almost no sleep. When we arrived at the start the
announcer announced the official temperature to be -9.5ºC. But, I was ready for this run and after the
first couple of pain killers we were off into the mountains. Then after about 21km I got to meet that
lady…Mavis. Her real name is Mavis Bank. She is the mother of all climbs with a gradient of 1:3 and
at an altitude of ±2200m, she is deadly. It took me 43mins from the bottom to the top. Needless to say
I was buggered after that. Once at the top you get a flattish portion of about 13km. Unfortunately there
is not much oxygen up there because now you are at ±2700m, I could hardly put the one leg in front
of the other and this left leg was surely somebody else‟s. Then just before we started descending they
made us run through a field with grass about a foot high so you could not see where to land your feet
(this portion is called Hooggenoeg Ridge…and there is a reason for that). We literally walked single
pile for 8km until we got onto the cement access road to Tiffendell ski resort. I am not sure if I was
high or on a high at that stage with all the pain killers that I took. On that section of the race there was
one water point worth mentioning. They had Karoo oysters (skaap knatertjies) and fresh bread. I took
the bread and dipped it into the gravy of the Karoo oysters…. One very wise lady very quickly
disposed of her oysters when she eventually learned what the oysters really were…..
Eventually I got to the finish in 8h47:09…..another bucket list item ticked off. Then everybody gathers
around for the price giving which is held in the street under the finish banner. In the true spirit of trail
running no price money gets awarded, only trophies and gold medals.
It is when we have the opportunity of doing these type of races that we only realise how Blessed we
are to do the sport we love. I can only thank the Lord for allowing me the opportunity. But I am afraid,
now I am off for three months to allow the leg to recover properly and to focus my attention to my
daughter‟s wedding in September.
Thanks in running
Cor.
NS: One word of advice, should you consider running this race, your name needs to be on the waiting
list for at least two years for you to get in on nomination or substitution.

Mavis Bank (The nasty old Lady….)

Pos: 226

GREY Cor

8:47:09

Wen tyd:

DUNN Hylton

4:42:29 (Only 254 finishers , First lady; 3rd overall 5:12)

Go and check the web site. This race is not for the fainthearted. Looking at it, this is a difficult race,
but the venue, the view and the experience is worth it.
Congratulations Cor, glad you enjoyed it, injury and all. Hope you recover well from your injury. You
will be missed on the road, do not forget breakfast.

The missing element in faith today

Roedolf Botha

I have always enjoyed the Rocky movies because they portray a characteristic that has been
lost in the church and in our society in general, namely bravery.
Bravery entails courageous willingness to do the right thing despite overwhelming
opposition, challenges or even danger. Rocky had to face fierce opponents in each movie
that were armed with abilities that reached far beyond his own capabilities. There were
severe risks attached to each of these challenges.. In each case, his friends and family pleaded
with him not to risk but Rocky chose to face the challenges time and time again, because that is
who he is: he is a boxer and he refuses to step down. He decided that there are trials in life
that are worth risking your life for and that makes him a hero.
We seldom realize that the Gospel developed in circumstances where the followers of Christ
often had to make heroic “Rocky-decisions”. Take Paul for example: while he was in
Caesarea he decided to go the Jerusalem for the sake of the Gospel. The believers warned
him that his life would be in danger and this warning was confirmed by a prophet, Agabus.
Luke reports on this incident in Acts 21:12-13:
“When we heard this, we and the people there pleaded with Paul not to go up to
Jerusalem. Then Paul answered, “Why are you weeping and breaking my heart? I am
ready not only to be bound, but also to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord
Jesus.”
When the love of Jesus has won your heart, you have no other choice: You become a hero!
People can plead and beg but in your mind‟s eye you see the people who will be lost and
can be saved by the good news of the Gospel; you imagine a nation that will perish without
God‟s grace. Just like Paul, who was overwhelmed by God‟s love on his way to Damascus,
you see and feel what others do not comprehend.
In 2 Cor 5:14 Paul states:
“For Christ‟s love compels us, because we are convinced that one died for all, and
therefore all died.”
This turns Paul into a hero!
Just imagine what the church would be like if it consisted out of a group of selfless heroes
instead of selfish consumers. How would it be if the church was made up of congregation
members who - driven by God‟s love - gave their lives for each other and for South Africa?
Anyone can be a hero… a hero is simply someone who gives up their own comfort and puts
other‟s need ahead of their own: a teacher who serves her pupils with patience and love; a
CEO that leads his people with humility and a servant attitude; a mother who invests her life
into her children; a husband who bravely wins his wife‟s heart despite his awkwardness with
the expression of his emotions.
We need more heroes. Every person is just one selfless deed away from heroism. We should
choose to follow in the footsteps of our Hero who faced humiliation, suffering and
ultimately death on Calvary and who triumphed over it all.

e-church (edited (R) )

My experience with Comrades 2016

Kees Coetzer

For me it was very stressful because it was my first Comrades, and the first time that I would have
run so far in my life. With a bit of a cold before and on the day of the Comrades I was somewhat
worried.
But there are no words that could be used to explain the feeling I had with the experience of this
race.I won’t ever forget the beginning, it was amazing.
During the race, everything went well, once I got rid of my sinus problem at 21 km, I really started to
enjoy the running. The talks’ along the way was much appreciated, thanks to Steve and Wayne.
From 21 km, I enjoyed running with Steve, the talks and the encouragements helped a lot to keep
me focused on the end goal of the day.
At the 38 km mark, I was so happy to see my wife, it gave me an extra spring in my step. Little did I
know of all the hills that were to come? I thought it was a down race. Well it was something else to
experience. At 60, I realized that I have never in my life ran that far. After 65, I ran into Wayne,
where we enjoyed each other’s company and the atmosphere.
When there was 30 km left, that was the worst for me; the downhill was a “riller” because I really
felt my knees and muscles , when there was only 20 km left , I could not run comfortably anymore
and that was when I started running alone , I started walking because my legs were weary.
After all the walking, I reached the stadium, and that is the most astonishing and biggest experience
of my life. I felt overwhelmed and over joyed.
To my wife, friends and family; I really appreciate all the support. The Vaal club, I could not have
done it without you, all the knowledge and friendliness, I really appreciate you guys.
Comrades 2017, here I come.
Kees

Finish Time: 11:11:57

HEALTH INFORMATION.
Supplements explained: what you need and what you definitely
don’t
Many of us, both young and old, may not be getting enough essential nutrients
from our diets. Here’s what you need to know about choosing a supplement.
THIS ARTICLE WAS SPONSORED BY PFIZER CONSUMER HEALTHCARE, IN THE INTERESTS OF SUPPORTING A HEALTHY
LIFESTYLE.

There are many types and combinations of supplements available and, as a consumer it can be very
difficult to know which ones you actually should be taking and which you don‟t really need.
Registered Dietician Linda Drummond explains how to go about choosing the right supplements:
“The need for a multivitamin or a mineral supplement depends on the quality of your diet and your
specific requirements for certain nutrients. If you are eating a wide variety of foods that contain a
number of different nutrients, you may not need a supplement to help you meet your needs. However,
if your diet is unlikely to be providing you with what you need, a supplement may be necessary.”
Top tip: Processed foods are lower in vitamins and minerals than natural or minimally processed
alternatives. The best way to tell is by asking yourself whether or not the food item is in or close to its
original, natural form. If the answer is no, the food is likely to have been processed.
You are likely to need a supplement if one of the following applies to you:


Exclude one or more foods or food groups due to your food preferences, cultural or religious
reasons, allergies or intolerances;



Have a medical condition that means you need more of one or more nutrients;



Have a hectic lifestyle (e.g. physical activity levels or stress) or age means that you have higher



requirements for one or more nutrients;
Have a deficiency of one or more nutrients, as seen by appropriate test results for these nutrients.

Steps to choosing a multivitamin


Identify whether your diet needs to be supplemented with any specific vitamin or mineral. You
may need to consult a dietitian or doctor to advise you on this.




Undergo appropriate testing to identify any deficiencies
Choose a supplement that provides you with what you need in the correct amount and form.

“If you have a deficiency in a particular nutrient, as shown by an appropriate test for this, it is
recommended that you consult a healthcare professional to determine which supplement will help you
address this deficiency, including the correct dosage, form and time you need to take the supplement
for. It is important to retest your levels of this nutrient before continuing with a supplement intended to
address a deficiency.”
Health hack: It is best to take a complete vitamin and mineral supplement instead of taking individual
nutrient supplements such as iron alone, as taking in a certain amount of one nutrient may result in an
imbalance in another.
The importance of omega
Omega 3 is a type of polyunsaturated fat that play an important role in the body, assisting eye and
heart function and boosting the brain‟s cognitive abilities.
Omega 3 fats are found in fatty fish such as salmon, sardines and pilchards.
Top tip: If you don‟t consume fatty fish two or three times a week, it is likely that you will need an
omega-3 supplement.
Vitamins across the ages
At certain stages of our lives, our requirements for micronutrients change. Since our diets and eating
habits can differ over time, so does our exposure to different vitamins and minerals change which is
why there are supplements specific to the different age groups.
1. Children
Children may go through periods when they exclude a number of different foods due to "fussy" eating
behaviour. The most common nutritional deficiencies in children are:

2. Teenagers
Teens are renowned for their food aversions and are greatly influenced by what their peers eat and
often eating outside the family home which may mean foods that are nutrient poor.
As a child becomes a teenager, their body undergoes massive changes, as does their nutritional
needs – generally they need more overall calories, and from a micronutrient perspective their needs
for calcium and iron are increased.

3. Adults
Adults have varying requirements that may or may not result in the need for supplementation. For
example, stressful lifestyles and careers could affect their access to a healthy, balanced diet.
4. 50+ years:
Due to the increased likelihood they are on some form of medication and also because the quality of
their diets may mean they are not getting all the nutrients required, older adults sometimes need
supplementation. According to the WHO, degenerative diseases such as cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular disease, diabetes, osteoporosis and cancer, are among the most common diseases
affecting older persons and are all diet-affected.
People in this age group may need supplementation for vitamin D, calcium, vitamin B-12, folate,
vitamin B-6, zinc, iron and antioxidants.
What supplements you don’t need
Drummond advises against taking a complete nutrient supplement which contains micronutrient levels
close to the upper safe levels, as these are taken in conjunction with foods that also provide vitamins
and minerals. Any micronutrient taken close to/at the upper safe limit can be detrimental to health.
Most people consume adequate amounts of omega-6 fats and protein and thus do not need to take
additional supplements for these.
UPDATED 04 JULY 2016

Why people love running.

(From the world wide web…)

Vince Monical
There is a reason most people think running sucks...
...it is because RUNNING SUCKS, if you are out of shape or you are running at a pace that drives
your heart rate up to painful levels.
Luckily my wife's friend is a marathon trainer. When I relayed this story to her along with my
strong hatred of running, she simply challenged me: "You don't understand running".
My guess is that not all, but the majority of people who hate running don't understand it and
have never really experienced it. I'm glad to have found it, and understood it better after all these
years. A bit bummed I didn't find it earlier, but hey, at least I still have strong knees .
Dan Holliday,
Dan Holliday 2011 agrees with this 176.5%: "It just seems to me that nothing on earth
could possibly be less enjoyable. In fact, I make fun of those people. And I mean LOTS of
fun. I've hated running all of my life, how stupid can you get?"
Dan Holliday 2014 has this to say: "Go @#$ yourself Dan Holliday 2011; You need to get off
the couch and start exercising! Running is seriously one of my favourite things on earth. And I'm
not exaggerating. It's my religion, my therapist, my friend. It's my passion. I can talk about
running the way new parents brag about their little spawn ling to strangers. I LOVE
running!!!! And when I don't get outside for a while, my boyfriend puts my running gear on the
table and pushes me out the door."



Here's what gives:
There is a trance-like-state that you go into while running. This state is not, in and of itself,
the joy of running (though, clearly it's kind of nice), but there is a great feeling of
challenging yourself to run further.



There is a great feeling (that athletes have been keeping secret for generations) at
exhausting your body's potential and just sitting there, tired, beat, worn out.



Runners -- the regular distance kind -- are in really great metabolic shape. The time I invest
in running buys years on my life by way of giving me tons of energy to play with during the
day. I used to need naps and rests. I can burn through a busy day (if I skip a run that same
day) scurrying about, non-stop at a pace that stuns people around me.



Lastly, as someone who is SEVERELY afflicted with ADHD and DLPS Insomnia, running
reduces the effects of both. There's this focus for three hours that I have after running. I'm
normal for a small moment in time. My mind doesn't race, I can focus and think like people
around me. I'm not distracted or caught up in every noise around me. I value those few
hours like nothing you can imagine. Later in the day, I can sleep like a normal person too.
So for me, running is now a way of life. I wake up exceptionally early (no . . . earlier than that) to

get my run on. I do it because I love it. I miss it when I don't. It's a huge part of my life and it
will be until I can't run any more.
Ravikiran Gunale,
I run to get high. It will be painful, frustrating at times.
But there will be moments when you will feel happy and rejuvenated. You will feel so happy that
laughing, jumping, shouting won’t be enough to show it. You will feel good about yourself. You
won’t have guilt about your weight, shape and fitness. When you get back home, you will see rest
of the world still sleeping. You will feel like you are way ahead of them.
It is very difficult to explain joy of running. Only you have to run and feel it.
Every stage of running is different experience, whether it is few miles, half marathon or full
marathon.
Getting out of bed is the toughest part of running.
Shiva Suri,
Any form of exercise, including running, causes the body to release dopamine, the so-called
'happiness hormone.'
I run even when the sun is blazing down. Running gives a sense of freedom, a release from all
troubles. Unlike when walking, you have lesser thinking time, which means lesser time to
worry about the future.
Running also helps avoid talking to annoying people around you, as you would become
breathless sooner if you do so. Thus running is excellent for introverts, as it helps them enter a
world of their own making, creating an invisible bubble around themselves.
Boyd Allen
I don't run because I love it (although some days I do). I run because it's deeply good (for my
body, my mind, and my soul). As an added bonus, some days I really love it.
Running is like therapy, but cheaper. Think of it as moving mindfulness meditation. There's
something transcendental that happens when you lean into the pain instead of avoiding
it. Embrace the suck. Practice yoga breathing while you run, if it helps (it will). Just run.
Running is hard. There's no secret sauce. It's supposed to be hard. It (eventually) gets easier. But
it's hard. Most (all?) things that are worthwhile are hard. I keep running for many of the same
reasons that I stay married to my lovely wife of 11 years--because I am a better person living life
with her, than without. Running is a long-term love affair; it includes all of the hard work and
sacrifice (as well as the incredible rewards) that that implies.
If you put in the time (both with your significant other, and/or with running), both/either will
reward your investment by making your life better. Sometimes we call that "love".

Charlie Baycroft,
Little kids seem to like to run and do it as soon as they can without any instruction or
interference. This makes me think it is natural and inherently enjoyable. They look like they are
having fun.
When we get older we start to intellectualize and emotionalize everything including the simple
activity of running.
Maybe the people who like running are more able to let themselves be a kid again when they are
out there doing it?
The feelings that many runners describe seem to be freedom from the obligations and
responsibilities of adult life. There are also pleasant hormonal affects that have been likened to
addiction.
When people say they dislike running what is it that they dislike about it? If it is physical
discomfort then this can be overcome by varying pace, distance, stride, etc. Comfort will improve
with repetition and increased fitness.
If the reasons relate more to emotional insecurity (people might laugh) or intellectual rigidity
(wasting valuable time) then there is an opportunity for awareness and growth.
Is there anything wrong with allowing the inner kid out to play for half an hour or so each day?
Martin Sykes-Haas,
Personally I love the simplicity of running. There's no poncey gear, no need for anyone else, you
can do as much as you like whenever you like. You're out in the fresh air with the feeling that your
body is flowing just right and doing what it's supposed to do.
Such a contrast with the daily grind.
OTHERS:


Running is not a one-night stand. Running is a loyal partner that desires a long-term
relationship. It wants to provide you with a lifetime of joy. But you have to put the work
in. Running may seem like it should be natural, because our bodies are designed to
move. But running is an art that demands apprenticeship. If you approach it as a privilege
and a craft I guarantee you that you will end up loving it



It is a reverse hangover. Feels like crap while doing it but then you feel great, a little sore,








afterwards.
“… the first 20 minutes is still the least enjoyable thing on earth; but the feeling when you're
done is the most enjoyable one.
It really does make you feel like you're making yourself better. It's an exercise in discipline.
It takes me outside my comfort zone, and makes me feel one with nature, allowing my animal
body to do what it was built to do. This improves my attitude towards myself and makes each
day a bit more rewarding.
What can be a more natural form of exercise than running? We were meant to move. Our
bodies are constructed to propel.
But more importantly, running is FREEDOM. Without lots of equipment to carry, you can
just get up and...go
Often when I run I feel like the sweat that purges out are the troubles and pains of life. And
for that reason, running is release, and renewal. When you come back from a run you've truly
left it all behind. You feel better mentally, physically and spiritually.

TRAINING ADVICE

MAKING A RUNNING COM EBACK
© Laura Peill and Chronicles of Passion, 2012-2016. March 4, 2016

In the prime of running season, when your times are all at their best, and you’re running every day in
the sunshine, with the perfect temps on the perfect trails and with perfect cadence, there’s this
invincibility that washes over you, consumes you even. It makes you think to yourself “nothing could
ever make me give up on running.” Or something like “there’s nothing that will make me stop
running! I love running.”
Three months later, driving down the street, passing the neighbourhood running group out on their
twice weekly group run (damn them and their consistency), you have this fleeting thought of when
that used to be you. Of when you used to get out there every day, breaking new trails in, setting new
personal records, logging 15km before anybody else even thought about waking up. But then
something happened. Maybe you got injured. Maybe you had a really busy time in your life and
running got pushed to the back burner again and again and again. Maybe you just had a bad race and
lost that little spark and motivation that made running great in the first place. Whatever the case, you
can totally make a running comeback. I know you can. Whether that means you just go out and
run again for the first time in months or whether you lace your shoes back up, pick yourself up off the
sidewalk and sign up for your redemption marathon, I know you can get back on track. Here’s how to
make a comeback from some of the most common setbacks:

1. You got injured
It happens to the best of us. Even the elite tap out sometimes due to injury. And while it is
discouraging and frustrating and downright annoying (and probably terrible for all the family
members of a currently not running runner), it’s just part of this sport we’re so addicted to. But let
it happen. Let it come and heal and get better and you’ll be reset, refreshed and off and running
once it’s all taken care of!
Once you’ve gotten proper treatment, resume running slowly – starting too fast, too soon will just
put you back to being injured again.


Reset your perspective on what might be reasonable goals if you’ve been out for a while and
don’t get discouraged. Change is good.



Find the positive! Look at your injury as a chance to pursue other forms of fitness you have
never tried before (if you can!), or to work on a project that you’ve never had the time to
tackle. DIYs anyone?



Give yourself a well deserved, completely being lazy rest time for a week or so, so your body
can finally recover and tackle the injury at full capacity.



Practice being grateful for what you can do now that you couldn’t 6 weeks ago (like run), and
don’t get caught up in how you can’t do it as well as you could then.

2. You had a bad race
Races are this big grand beast that we all go out to fight all the time. Sometimes we win,
sometimes we lose. And while it’s okay to lose, it’s still hard. Harder sometimes in fact than all
the time and effort you put into trying to fight it in the first place. Because that’s just it – you
devoted your life to this looming, raging beast and now it’s all over with nowhere near the success
you wanted to have to show for it. You’re totally entitled to your time to be down and sad over it,
and I don’t downplay that at all. Been there done that. But if you’re reading this, you probably
should be done with that stage and moving on. So come on. Get up, put your shoes on and get
going. You don’t have to run far, or fast, just run.Let the joy of the sport that you loved so
much sink back into you and put you back into your groove. It will come, you just have to give
it the chance to get there. And that doesn’t happen if you never run again and just keep hosting a
pity party on your couch.
3. You lost motivation
It’s hard to explain the loss of motivation thing, but I totally get it. One day you’re running and it’s
great and you love it, and the next day, it’s hard and it sucks and then it gets harder and a few days
later, you can’t even deal with the thought of getting up at this ungodly hour to go out in the cold

and pound out 10 miles. And so you don’t go. And one day leads to another and the motivation
keeps drifting farther away and suddenly you haven’t run in weeks. Sometimes you just need to
mix things up a little to break out of your rut and get going again:


Try a new route or run the trails instead of the road.



Find a new running partner, or join a running group.



Sign up for a race



Try out another fitness option like indoor cycling, yoga or Barre.



Take a look at your diet and make sure you’re fuelling properly.

4. You got off track
Maybe you got off track with your eating, maybe you got off track with how often you run, or
maybe you stopped running and working out altogether. Whatever the case, the reason (or excuse)
for how you got there is totally irrelevant, it only matters that you start to get back on track.


Stop thinking about how it happened or why you’re there and focus on the present. You can get
back on track right now.



Start today. Stop putting it off and saying you’ll do it tomorrow. The first few steps (literally)
are the hardest, so just get out there.



Picture yourself being successful, not falling off track again.



Create visual cues and reminders around your house of what you’re doing why you’re doing it,
and more importantly, why you want to keep going!

5. You fell into the comparison trap
One day, somehow your run was no longer about you and what you could do, it became about what
someone else was doing and that you couldn’t do that. You heard that your friend’s friend’s
husband’s sister ran her first marathon and qualified for Boston. You’ve tried to qualify for Boston
four times. Your mother told you about this kid you grew up with who recently placed first in her
age group at a local half marathon. You placed thirty-first.


Sit down and take some time to look at where your running is now and where you want it to be –
do you even want to run a marathon, or you just think you do because you know a lot of people
who are doing it.



Once you know what you want, set some goals and figure out how you are going to get
there. Be reasonable with your goal and your time to achieve it in.



Practice gratitude – be grateful and proud of what you can do and remind yourself that you are
already killing it just by getting out there every day and making it happen.



When you find yourself feeling like you’re not good enough, remind yourself of where you
started – and now look how far you’ve come!

Sponsors Page.
Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal Athletic Club.
Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 21 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.

Always there to assist, thank you to the Hamilton family.

CCG is recognised as one of the major specialised manufacturers of cable glands and junction boxes in the
world.

(Sponsor of our Comrades tops for the past 10 years!).
LAST WORDS.

George A. Sheehan was a physician, senior athlete and author best known for his writings about the sport of running. His book,
"Running & Being: The Total Experience," became a New York Times best seller. Born: November 5, 1918, Died: November
1, 1993 (WIKIPEDIA)

